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My   Covid   19   Challenge .  
David’s   Mini   Sidewalk   Restoration  

 
 

As   you   know   last   year   was   one   we   would   rather   have   had   different   experiences.  
From   the   afternoon   of   June   23rd   2019,   when   the   doorbell   rang   and   our   world  
seemed   to   disintegrate.   That   said   I   believe   that   it   would   have   been   a   far   more  
traumatic   experience   this   year.    Issi   and   I   are   deeply   thankful   for   all   the   support   we  
received   after   David’s   suicide   from   friends,   family,   work   colleagues,   our   club  
membership   and   not   least   Edmonton’s   Mental   Health   Partnership.  
 
We   have   survived   this   past   year   with   memories,   laughter   and   tears.   David   will  
always   have   a   part   in   our   lives.   He   has   left   us   with   more   than   a   few   challenges  
which   I   do   not   doubt   he   would   never   have   considered,   but   one   that   would   have  
passed   his   mind   I   am   sure   is   his   beloved   Classic   Mini.   I   just   wish   he   looked   after   it  
more   than   he   did.   Its   Restoration   is   now   my   Covid19   Challenge.  
 
My   first   inclination   last   year   was   to   sell   it   as   is,   but   it   was   in   a   bit   of   a   state.   Not  
just   rust.   Clearing   out   the   interior   (not   a   small   challenge,)   I   found   a   little   over   $17  
in   loose   change   amongst   the   other   debris   on   the   floor.   After   that   I   had   planned   to  
take   the   Mini   over   to   Phil   Johnson   to   see   just   how   much   work   was   really   needed   on  
the   bodywork,   that   had   seen   seven   Alberta   Winters.  
 
A   significant   amount   was   obvious,   however,   the   weather   last   fall   was   pretty   awful  
most   of   the   time   and   I   never   made   it   to   Phil’s.   By   the   time   I   was   again   ready   to  
think   about   the   Mini’s   future,   winter   was   upon   us.   So   the   Sidewalk   was   tucked  
away   until   spring.   
 
I   am   not   a   mini   fan,   I   was   never   deeply   inspired   by   them   even   though   I   could  
regale   tales   of   my   experiences   with   friends   who   were   “into   them.”   Even   when  
David   and   I   used   to   go   out   to   get   stuff   or   just   go   for   a   run,   it   was   a   rare   occurrence  
when   he   managed   to   get   me   into   his   Mini.   I   much   preferred   driving   with   the   top  

Mini
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down   in   my   MGF   or   his   MGB.   So   thinking   about   restoring   his   Mini   was   a  
challenge   of   its   own   for   me.   But   one   I   was   sort   of   rising   to.  
 
Covid   19   and   Spring   arrived,   I   moved   the   car   to   make   room   for   maintenance   and  
preparations   on   my   MGF’s,   readying   them   for   the   forthcoming   summer   and   the  
MG2020   convention   in   Calgary.    The   Mini   looked   sad   and   uninspiring,   a   sad  
reminder   of   David   and   times   past.   There   it   stood   there   until    NAMGBR    cancelled  
MG2020   due   to   Covid19   restrictions.  
 
It   was   now   almost   a   year   since   we   lost   David   and   my   thoughts   returned   to   his   mini.  
I   started   looking   once   more   on   the   mini   forums.   Whilst   browsing   I   came   across   a  
posting   with   a   diy   rotisserie   frame   for   a   mini,   made   from   a   mix   of   timber   and   steel.  
It   said   you   could   build   this   for   under   $200.   I   was   intrigued   (hooked.)   
Full   plans   and   pictures   were   on   the   web   page.   Construction   details   looked  
straightforwards.   It   was   probably   the   best   motivator   I   had   to   encourage   me   to  
tackle   the   restoration.  
 
So   essentially   the   Rotisserie   frame   is   timber   with   a   center   pole   to   hang   the   mini  
body   on.   With   my   leftover    4x2’s   from   the   garage   construction,    I   did   not   need   to  
buy   much   timber.   So   off   I   went   to   Wetaskiwin   CO   OP   and   $41.25   spent   on   the  
lumber   and   another   $30   or   so   on   hardware   and   I   was   in   business.   
Jim   Williamson   was   my   contact   for   sourcing   my   steel.   We   had   more   than   a   few  
chats   and   texts   about   what   was   the   way   forwards.   Time   to   dig   the   chop   saw   out.  
 
I   also   had   some   old   castors   from   a   defunct   wheel   dolly,   so   I   was   ready   to   go.   
Now   I   had   to   dig   out   my   table   saw   from   the   container,   (easier   said   than   done,)   it  
was   truly   buried.   Once   I   was   happy   with   the   construction   it   was   time   to   plan   ahead.  
I   decided   to   modify   the   design   hopefully   to   increase   its   strength   and   stability  
And   so   the   Rotisserie   build   commenced.   
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A   bit   of   Background   about   David’s   ‘clockwork   Mini.’    Most   of   you   will   remember  
his   infamous   wind   up   key   attached   to   the   bootlid.    It   will   remain!     It   also   inspired  
me   to   give   the   mini   a   name.    ‘Tick’   it   will   be.  
The   Mini   is   actually   one   of   a   limited   edition   build,   called   the   “Sidewalk”,   with   a  
unique   Blue   Tartan   interior.   The   body   was   painted   in   a   metallic   charcoal   finish.   A  
previous   owner   had   added   a   silver   Union   Jack   style   decal   to   the   roof   which   was  
now   severely   degraded   and   may   not   be   replaced.   (The   jury   is   still   out   on   replacing  
it)  
 
Now   was   the   time   for   an   assessment   from   Phil   to   confirm   what   could   be   repaired  
or   needed   to   be    replaced.   So   the   Mini   was   loaded   onto   the   trailer   and   we   went   out  
to   Phil’s   at   Bardo   for   an   assessment.   It   was   unsurprisingly,   not   good.   
 

Mini
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The   extensive   list   included,   Complete   new   front   end   panels.   New   floor   panels,   rear  
quarters   and   door   steps.   An   A   panel   and   new   door   skins   covered   just   about   most   of  
what   would   be   needed.   Not   a   job   for   the   faint   hearted.    $$$  
 
Other   bits   and   bobs   would   likely   include   new   subframes,   front   and   rear   with  
fixings   and   bushings.   .   Grill   and   surrounds.   Carpets   etc.   yet   more   $$$.  
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Replacement   rocker   panels   were   obvious.  
 
Part   of   the   funding   for   the   restoration   will   come   from   the   sale   of   David’s   Ford  
Focus,   which   was   equally   as   full   as   the   mini   with   “stuff”   and   of   course   quite   a   few  
dollars   in   change   on   the   floor.   The   focus   also   required   a   bit   of   tlc   and   a   few   repairs.  
When   we   get   back   to   tomorrow’s   normality   I   will   get   around   to   selling   the   Focus.  
 
And   then   I   had   a   moment.    With   a   total   strip   down   of   the   car   now   is   the   time   to  
check   on   the   difficulty   of   converting   it   to   Left   hand   drive.   That   in   itself   sounds   like  
a   load   of   work   but   just   five   minutes   online   had   me   convinced,   it   was   a   fairly   simple  
and   straightforward   job.   The   biggest   thing   was   to   swap   out   the   steering   rack   move  
the   pedal   box   and   make   up   a   couple   of   brake   lines   before   the   rebuild   commenced,  
 
Now   was   the   time   to   check   to   see   what   Mini   parts   I   had   obtained   for   David   from  
previous   trips   across   the   pond   and   then   assess   what   else   was   needed   to   be   ordered.   
That   sounds   straightforward   but   3   x   40ft   containers   and   the   garages   needed   to   be  
gone   through.   The   good   thing   though   about   the   mini   is   that   you   can   get   absolutely  
everything   still.   A   bit   like   the   MGB.   
 
So   the   Project   begins.   My   first   challenge   is   to   make   space   in   my   garage   to   enable  
the   work   to   start.   I   also   want   to   rearrange   the   placement   of   my   work   benches   and  
tool   boxes   prior   to   commencing   work   on   the   car.   That   will   mean   I   can   work   on   it   in  
relative   comfort.   This   in   itself   will   be   a   fairly   significant   task   especially   finding  
new   homes   for   my   ‘stuff’   that   shouldn’t   be   there.  

Mini
Focus

Mini
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I   intend   to   record   in   detail   the   process   and   progress   of   restoration   including   a   
Photographic   record   of   everything,   and   so   have   a   permanent   record   of   the   rebuild.  
Learning   from   one   of   our   club's   regular   correspondents   I   will   set   up   one   of   David’s  
compact   cameras   on   a   tripod,   much   better   than   my   phone.   

I   am   also   fairly   sure   I   will   be   seeking   help   and   assistance   from   time   to   time,  
probably   hosting   a   workshop   or   two   over   the   next   year   or   so.   I   hope   to   be   able   to  
complete   the   restoration   to   take   the   Sidewalk   to   next   year's   All   British.   But   then   it  
might   take   a   while   longer.   Time   will   tell.  

And   like   many   other   contributors   to   the   Open   Road,   progress   will   be   updated   in  
future   articles.  

For Sale 2007 Honda Silverwing 600cc scooter 22,000km $2500 contact Gerry @
780-660-4496 or email ecscc@shaw.ca. Easy to ride automatic transmission.

Michael Connolley


